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READING A POEM GRAPHICALLY
Teachers know that many students are visual learners who are motivated
and assisted by maps, graphic organizers, pictures, and displays.
Graphic poetry—poetry that combines the words of a poem with visual
representations that complement the words and images to convey
meaning—assists students’ understanding and enjoyment of poetry.
Students’ interest in poetry quickens in classrooms that emphasize visuals
as they read and respond to poems.
For many readers, the concrete poem is one of the most familiar forms of
graphic poetry. In concrete poetry, authors arrange the words in a visual
pattern so that the pattern and the words work together to create meaning.
A second form of graphic poetry presents images—photographs or artistic
representations—to complement segments of a poem’s text. The visual
segments of the poem may tell a story and/or represent important images
and concepts in the poem.
The following suggestions outline reading strategies and extension activities
that you can use with your students to help them comprehend and enjoy
unfamiliar poems and to get the most out of the graphic elements of poems.

BEFORE READING
Effective readers know the value of three helpful strategies they can use
before they read an unfamiliar poem: activating and building background
knowledge; making predictions; and focusing on their purpose for reading.
Teachers emphasize these strategies before students read an unfamiliar text
because students who consciously employ them read texts with improved
confidence and comprehension. The images presented in graphic poems can
help students with all three reading strategies.
ACTIVATE AND BUILD BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
n
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Challenge students to use the title of the poem to activate and build
background knowledge. Ask, What information does the title tell you
about the topic of the poem? Is there anything in the title that you don’t
understand? How can you build background knowledge to help you
understand what the poem might be about? Convey to students the idea
that they can build background knowledge by going to other sources,
such as other classmates, the dictionary, and so on. For example, if the
title of the poem includes the word parable and students don’t know
what a parable is, they can quickly check its meaning in a dictionary
before reading the poem.
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Ask students to visualize an image suggested by the title. They can
jot down a note or quick sketch in their writer’s notebooks. Discuss
with students how their visualization builds helpful background
knowledge, as well as helping them to make predictions about details
included in the poem.
Challenge students to examine the image(s) presented with or near
the beginning of the poem. Ask, What can you learn from the visual?
What does the visual tell you about the setting of the poem? Who
are the people/characters? What feelings and/or ideas do the visual
suggest? Does this visual help you to activate or build your background
knowledge? How?

PREDICTING
n

Have students preview all the visuals before reading the poem. Ask,
What story/idea/concept does the visuals suggest? Students can make
quick jot notes in a writer’s notebook. Have them make a prediction
about what the poem might be about and revisit their predictions
after reading.

SET A PURPOSE FOR READING
n

Sometimes books of poetry include an introduction, usually written
by an editor rather than the author, and/or a short profile of the
poet. Have students read these features to build useful background
knowledge about the poet and the poem. Students can use one of
these text features to set a purpose for reading.

DURING READING
Many students struggle when they read poems because they are unfamiliar
with two powerful strategies effective readers use During Reading—
chunking and visualizing. Teachers who model these strategies and help
students to use them typically note impressive improvement in students’
confident comprehension of poems.
CHUNKING AND VISUALIZING

TEACHING TIP:
Graphic poetry will be
of particular benefit to
students reading below
grade level. These students
will benefit from using the
graphic version as their first
reading of an unfamiliar
poem. Once students have
viewed the visual elements
of the poem, they can use
the images to help them
understand the chunks of
text that they are reading.

Students often fail to realize that poetry is rich in imagery or word
pictures; therefore, they need to imagine the pictures to understand the
poem. Chunking can be used to help students focus on these images and
word pictures. Chunks of text are units of thought often marked by end
punctuation—periods, semicolons, question marks, and exclamation marks.
In poetry, a chunk is often more than one line of a poem.
n

Write the complete text of Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s “The Eagle,”
on the board or on overhead. Note the chunks of text in the poem
(indicated with slash marks below), and model using the slash
marks to mark the chunks of text. Emphasize that you are using the
punctuation to help you separate the text into chunks.
He clasps the crag with crooked hands; /
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ringed with the azure world, he stands. /
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The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls; /
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls. /

Graphic Poetry

The following texts provide a wide
variety of graphic poems to meet
the needs of students in your
classroom.

Choose the first chunk and model visualizing a picture from the
chunk of text. Jot down a sketch or word description on the board or
overhead. In their writer’s notebooks, have students note or sketch the
picture they see in each chunk of the rest the poem. Ask, What do you
see in each chunk?

• This is a Photograph
of Me / Girl and Horse, 1928
• The Eagle / The Kraken
• What Do I Remember
of the Evacuation
• Same Song / Maestro

For long poems, students can mark the chunks of text in their poetry
books with sticky notes and place their visualizations on the sticky
notes. For short poems, students can jot down the following chart in
their writer’s notebooks and note their visualizations of each chunk of
the poem:

• Flight of the Roller-Coaster /
Lake of Bays
• Hurricane / Childhood Tracks
• Southbound on the Freeway /
Water Picture
• The Shark / Sea-Gulls
• Colonel Fazackerley ButterworthToast

TITLE:

• The Woman I Am in
My Dreams / Now I See You
• Oranges / Ode to Family
Photographs
• The March of the Dead

Chunk One

My Visualization of the Chunk

Chunk Two

My Visualization of the Chunk

Chunk Three

My Visualization of the Chunk

Chunk Four

My Visualization of the Chunk

• The Choice / Song for an April
Dusk
• The Wreck of the Edmund
Fitzgerald
• Life Doesn’t Frighten Me / Alone
• The Cremation of Sam McGee
• Mother to Son / Harlem Night
Song
• The Circle Game
• I Am a Canadian

n

• I Shall Wait and Wait

n

Graphic poetry stresses the importance of emotional meaning in both
poetry and in visual representations. Ask students to note the feelings
they associate with their own visualizations of a poem. Then ask
students to think about the feelings the artist’s visual representations
of the poem evoke. Are there any similarities? Why do the poet and
illustrator suggest these feelings?
Students will benefit from the knowledge that the final chunk of
poetic text often contains a jolt—a surprising twist or emphasis of a
final point. Focus students on the final chunk of text and challenge
them to identify the surprising twist or point of emphasis. Ask, What
idea or theme is suggested in the ﬁnal chunk of the poem? Note that
for students struggling with inferring themes in poetry, the strategy
of checking the final chunk of text is empowering. The jolt usually
points to theme or meaning.
The graphic elements of the poem can help students understand this
empowering strategy of checking the final chunk of text. Focus on the
visuals and ask, Does the ﬁnal visual in the graphic poem present a
surprising twist or emphasis of an idea? What is it? How does it work
with the ﬁnal chunk of text in the poem? What theme or meaning does
it suggest?
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ANALYZE ART STYLES
n

Ask students to work in small groups to discuss the art style used in
the graphic elements of the poem. Styles might include 3D animation
collage, illustrations, cartoon, line and wash, comic book art, a mix
of photographs and illustrations. Remind students that effective
visual representations have a powerful emotional impact as they
suggest ideas or interpretations. Provide students with the following
discussion prompts:
- Is the art style suitable to the emotional content and message of the
poem?
- Is the art style effective? Why?
- How does the art work enhance the meaning of the text?
- How else might the text have been illustrated?

After READING
REVISIT THE PURPOSE FOR READING
n

If students set a purpose for reading, ask them to share their findings.

CLARIFY COMPREHENSION
n

n

Challenge students to discuss how their visualization compares to the
illustrator’s visualization of the poem. Ask them to think about the
following questions: What is similar? What is different? Why do readers
‘see’ a text differently? In considering these questions, students learn
that effective readers use background knowledge to visualize. Our
personal experiences lead us to visualize differently from others. Yet, in
all cases, visualizing chunks of text helps us understand the poem.
Following the reading of any text, effective readers develop and
refine their interpretation. Provide students with a few framing
prompts to help them focus their interpretation of the graphic
poem. This effective strategy can build on your students’ work with
visualizing chunks and in interpreting the visual representations in
graphic poetry. Note that in the following frames, students use their
visualizations to interpret theme or meaning.
Ask students to recall what their visualizations helped them see and
feel in the poem.
I pictured _________. Then I pictured _______. Then I pictured
_______. The final chunk helped me picture _____________. It all
goes to show that ________________ (theme).
Challenge students to recall the illustrator’s prominent images.
The illustrator pictured ___________. Then the illustrator pictured
_________. Then the illustrator pictured _____________. It all goes to
show that __________________ (theme).
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FOCUSED REREADING
n

Readers refine their interpretation of a poem by checking the text
to ensure that all details in the poem fit the interpretation. The
following Split-Page Chart helps students learn the importance of
refining one’s interpretation. Begin by having students note their
interpretation of theme in the first column. Then ask students to
reread the poem, with particular attention to the final chunk, to
confirm or refine their interpretation. Typically, students will make
helpful revisions.



My First Interpretation of
Theme

n

My Interpretation of Theme
After Rereading

Discuss with students the connection between writing techniques and
meaning—how authors use these techniques to create meaning for
the reader. Have students reread to evaluate the poet’s craft. Provide
them with the following graphic organizer of writing techniques to
direct their thinking about the thoughts, emotions, and experiences
suggested by the graphic poem.



Diction
Words that suggest
the meaning

Literary
Imagery

Figures of
Speech

Important details that
suggest meaning

Comparative
word pictures that
suggest meaning

Meaning
Ideas, emotions,
experiences suggested
by poem

Rhythm
Speed at which
poem should be read
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Rhyme and
Sounds
Meaning suggested
by how words sound, e.g.,
rhyme, alliteration

Symbolism
Details that suggest
a meaning beyond the
obvious meaning
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EXTENSIONS
ANALYZE COMIC STRIPS
n

Have students work with comic strips to consolidate their
understanding of the poetic form. Collect a variety of comic strip
sections from the newspaper so that you have at least one page per
student. Pass around a couple of comic strips that you’ve chosen for
this activity, giving students a chance to quickly examine them. Pose
the question, How is a comic strip like a poem? Students may say both
frequently conclude with a surprising twist to suggest meaning. Note
that the comic strip Meaning of Lila often works well to make the
point. Guide students to consider the idea or meaning suggested by
the twist in the final panel of each comic strip.
Then hand out the comic strip pages from the newspaper. Ask
students to select their favourite example of a comic strip that
effectively uses a surprising twist in the final panel. In small groups,
have students share and explain these choices. Conclude the activity
by challenging students to locate one poem that effectively illustrates
a surprising twist in the final chunk. Once again, have students share
and explain choices to classmates.

CREATE A GRAPHIC POEM
n

This activity consolidates students’ understanding of imagery in poetry.
Have students create graphic poetry for a favourite poem. Advise
students to start with a short poem. They may sketch images or use a
digital camera to illustrate chunks of the poem. Students can plan their
graphic poems using a simple graphic organizer like the one below
to help them to consider the images that complement chunks of their
poem:

Text of Poem in Chunks

Visual Image for Each Chunk

Chunk One
Chunk Two
Chunk Three
Chunk Four

Chunk Five

If students choose to publish their graphic poems by presenting them
to classmates, have students comment about their choices of visual
images, especially the feeling they sought to convey in each image.
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POETRY READING
n

Challenge students to prepare an oral interpretation of a poem. This
technique is the most effective way for students to learn about how
writers use punctuation to convey meaning. Have students select a
poem and practise reading it until they are ready to present their reading
to the class. Provide students with the following tips:
- U
 se punctuation cues. For example, stop at periods and pause at
commas. (Some students like to count to 2 at a period and to 1 at
a comma.) Show appropriate intonations for question marks and
exclamation marks.
- D
 ecide about the volume and speed of your reading. Ask yourself,
Where does it make sense to speed up… to slow down… to speak more
softly… to speak more loudly?
- U
 se your voice to emphasize what you consider to be the most
important part of the poem. Pause slightly and emphasize your words
in the chunk of text that you consider to be most important.

A FINAL WORD
The instructional suggestions in this package highlight strategies that help
readers before, during, and after their reading of a poem—activating and
building background knowledge, making predictions, setting a purpose
for reading, chunking text, and visualizing text. Extensive professional
literature emphasizes the power of these strategies in developing students’
reading comprehension. Graphic poetry powerfully helps students to
internalize these strategies and to become more skillful in their reading.
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